ASSISTANT BAR MANAGER
Armani Hotel Milan, 5 stars luxury hotel located in the heart of the famous Milan fashion district, is
looking for an Assistant Bar Manager to join our Food & Beverage Department.

MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES
Assist Bar Manager in selection, training, evaluating, developing, leading, motivating, coaching, and
disciplining all employees, to ensure that established cultural and standards are met.
• The ability to be visible in the operation, provide recognition, promote good public relations, and
handle complaints, concerns or special requests for guests, clients, and group contacts.
• Describe and ensure quality of all food and beverage items, ingredients, and preparation methods, as
well as provide expert knowledge of wine and spirits in an elegantly appointed environment dedicated
to an attentive and distinctive experience for breakfast, lunch, or dinner.
• The ability to work closely with Bar Manager to design an effective beverages menu and wine list while
ensuring excellent product quality at a fair price.
• Being able to create drink list based on seasonality and mixologist trends. Respecting the beverage
cost company guidelines.
• Generate and analyze the monthly menu engineering report, taking proactive steps to maintain the
profitability based on the result of the report.
• Support in controlling labor and operating expenses through effective scheduling, budgeting,
purchasing decisions, and inventory and cash control.
• Maintain the concept and position of the Bamboo Bar in the community and knowledge of
competition and industry trends.
• Work harmoniously and professionally with co-workers and management.

QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERTISE
We are looking for individuals who have a solid knowledge of Food & Beverage, have a strong work ethic
and people-management skills, great attention to details, and who are proactive to address and resolve
issues.
• Two years experience in the same position.
• Preferred 5* Hotel Deluxe experience.
• A college degree preferably specializing in bar/restaurant/hotel management, or equivalent
experience is required.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Type of work: Full time
Location: Milan, Italy
Department: F&B
Languages: English, Italian
Start: As soon as possible
Contract: 12 months
Other advantages: Meals in our Staff canteen; Uniform and laundry service; tailored training programs;
Company discounts on Armani shops.
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